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Soooo, what’s been happening?
Of course plenty has! It’s been described as the first pandemic in world history where everybody has a
megaphone. In the spirit of that I’ll try and keep this newsletter down to a dispassionate account of some of
the technology that might assist practices during this time. It’s obviously a high pressure time for the clinical
staff at practices, but I’m also hoping that the reception staff are well looked after during all this. Certainly they
are always in the front line when dealing with the public’s fears and insecurities as well as sometimes their
anger.
For my own customers, just a reminder that I can do training etc via remote access as well. Whilst inperson is almost always my preference, if you want to help me stave off the RSI I have been getting by clicking
Send/Receive in my email program 10,000 times a day, remember remote is an option too, if that works for
the practice.
No business or family has been left untouched by this. My partner has absolutely forbidden me from
going in to work, which is kinda sweet but also super-awkward as I work from home! Speaking of untouched,
the Friday Mercury reported that the Men’s Gallery in Hobart had suffered a large downturn in patronage, and
the dancers were having to work less hours. A sure sign that times are hard…….or the opposite.
There is an abundance of pandemic information available, but remembering where you read something
can be tricky. To that end I’ve put together a collection of hopefully useful information on my website. I will be
updating it as regularly as needed and you can find it here: www.pracsavvy.com.au/COVID-19.html.
Additionally, Primary Health Tasmania have a COVID-19 Tasmanian Health Pathway page available, as well as
new Respiratory Clinic (COVID-19) referral forms.
One of the positive side-effects of the pandemic is that practices are learning more about the
technologies available to them. There is more use of telehealth and telephone consultations and how they
could fit into a practice workflow. It’s worth remembering that eligibility for using a Telehealth item number
can be based on the practitioner, not just the patient.
I’m sure there are a multitude of tasks in General Practice that depend on access to the practice
systems rather than having to be in the building. So this would be a great time for giving staff members remote
access to the practice software. Doctors and practice staff that need to self-isolate, but are able and willing to
work are a resource that should not be overlooked, especially at this time.

I have no doubt that technology and workflow learnings from these times will be put to use when
“normal service” resumes in the future. As practices are exploring other technology tools, also remember
RACGP have good guidelines on the use of email and social media.

RHH

You may have been seeing examples of certain documents from the THS hospitals containing strange
characters, usually in the form of little boxes or question marks. These boxes are displayed when your clinical
software cannot make sense of the character in the originating document. The characters that sometimes
cause problems are; quotes both single and double and bullet points of varying sorts.
Documents are created from a variety of sources in the THS and then “wrapped” in a secure message
format, before they are sent to your clinical system where they are then displayed. The bottom line is that
this is a minor character display glitch and in no way implies missing information from the document. You
should absolutely have no concerns about the document content because of this.
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The team at HotDoc are certainly showing the agility of their business in supporting
health care professionals find ways to utilise the booking and reminder software in ways that can help them
deal with the current situation. As well as setting up a COVID-19 hub on their support pages, there are also a
couple of good recorded webinars that you can watch if you have a spare hour (Ha! Ha!).
These webinars are actually quite good, with recently updated summaries of the current information
delivered by a very listenable presenter. Even if you don’t use HotDoc they are super-informative and you
can even claim CPD points for watching them. There is also a facebook group if that’s your thing!
Hub Highlights
Screening Mode: - You can use this facility to triage your patients when they book online. The patient
is asked 2 questions around symptoms and recent travel.

If they answer Yes to either they are prevented from booking a standard appointment and asked to phone
the practice or book a Telehealth/Telephone appointment (If TeleHealth appointments have been enabled)
To enable this, go to your HotDoc dashboard and navigate to Bookings > COVID-19 Mode.
Check Enable Patient Screening and then click the Save button.
Telehealth Screening mode: - If you have enabled the above feature and have created Telehealth
appointment types in your Dashboard, the patient will be shown the following dialogue when making an
online booking if they have answered Yes to the symptoms question referenced above.

If the patient elects to book a Telehealth Appointment, they will be directed to the available
Telehealth appointments and asked to select a time. After they have done this, they will see 10 questions
which are structured around the MBS qualifications* for a Telehealth\Telephone item number. If the patient
qualifies, the booking is entered, if they don’t they are prompted to phone the practice.
The patient is then asked to confirm their contact details again. The appointment is shown as
Telehealth in the practice appointment book and any subsequent HotDoc appointment reminders to the
patient remind them of the nature of the consult.
To enable Telehealth screening:
1) Make sure screening mode is enabled
2) Login to your HotDoc Dashboard and select Bookings > COVID-19 Mode.
3) Scroll down to TeleHealth Appointment types and create one if not already done.

4) Link the newly created HotDoc appointment type to one in your clinical software.
5) Ensure that this appointment type is activated for at least one of your practitioners.
* This qualification mode does not cater for the scenario where you are utilising the item number via eligibility of the provider.
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Patient Alerts: - You can add an alert message to both your online booking page and a pop up
message for selected appointment types.
1) Log on to your HotDoc dashboard
2) From the left select Setup..Practice profile
3) Scroll down to Alert Message and in the box provided type or paste the following:
Please ring reception prior to your appointment if you have a fever or flu-like symptoms
like a cough or runny nose.
4) Click Save
The Alert will appear on your booking page.
For pop-up alerts for certain appointment types:
1) Select Bookings..Appointment Types
2) Select Edit on the appointment you wish to change
3) Check Add a message to appear as soon as this appointment type is selected

4) Type or paste the message below.
If you have a fever or flu-like symptoms like a cough or runny nose, please ring reception
prior to your appointment.
5) Click Save
The alert will now pop-up for this appointment type.
If you have screening mode turned on, an appropriate COVID-19 message is added to all of your SMS
reminders.
Inform - Patient Education: - HotDoc offer a COVID-19 patient education module that can be shown
to a patient at the following interaction points.
1) When booking an appointment.
2) When completing a new patient form.
3) When confirming an appointment.
4) When checking in.
Considering people are likely to source information from all sorts of dodgy places, (I’m looking at you Social
Media!) it’s hard to argue with the mantra of seeking multiple opportunities to convey quality
information on this topic to the patient. If you want to enable this module:
1) Log on to your HotDoc Dashboard and select Inform Promotions
2) Select the Coronavirus/COVID-19 campaign
3) Check the points where you want the information to appear.
This article has been merely my distillation of much of the good educational material produced by Hotdoc
over the past few weeks. If you want the “full monty” click on the item headings to be taken to the original
material at their website.
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BP
BetterConsult is a pre-consult add-on application that is available free to Best Practice users, and
brought to you by Healthshare. In a nutshell the application scans your appointment book and sends out an
SMS to the patient 24 hours before their appointment. This SMS directs the patient to a secure-online
questionnaire that asks them to provide some preliminary information about why they want to see a doctor.
When a GP is seeing a patient, the BetterConsult application advises the GP if a questionnaire has
been filled out, displays the information with a button to paste the information straight into the consultation
notes.

Starting off the consultation notes this way could be a time-saver that would definitely appeal to at
least some GPs. The questionnaire prompt can be configured to be aligned to the appointment types in the
BP appointment book, as obviously you wouldn’t want to be sending these out for immunisations or care
plans etc.
The pre-consult questionnaire has been updated recently to include specific questions relating to
COVID-19. What may well be of further interest to practices is that the entire pre-consultation information is
available to the practice from the start of the day, via the desktop application. This would effectively let a
practice staff member triage patients to a different type of appointment, based on their symptoms before
they arrive at the practice. Additionally, BetterConsult sends an email alert to the practice if any of the
COVID-19 red flags are raised.
The add-on is included in the Best Practice subscription, so there is no extra cost. I’m aware that this
is yet another program potentially running resident in system memory or RAM, so I have no idea of it’s effect
on system performance. Get in touch with BetterConsult here or contact them on 1300 787 522 to arrange a
demonstration.
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PenCat

PenCat have been making their contribution as you would fully expect, with a bunch of recipes
primarily aimed at identifying at risk groups. You can view them individually at the website, or download
them in a pdf booklet that also talks about how to send an sms recall from the generated list.
Speaking of SMS recalls, they are currently offering a $100 credit voucher for anyone that signs up for
Recall Cat. Remember this tool also gives you the ability to send a voicemail message directly to a patients
message bank service.
But what if I want to send more than a boring SMS message I hear you say ?
In that case, we need to talk a about a new collaboration between PenCS and GoShare Healthcare.
GoShare Healthcare have made their name by constructing a large library of patient information on various
health topics. The information is in the form of:
1) Short Videos, (particularly patient narratives)
2) Animations
3) Fact Sheets
4) Links to web sites and tools.
Garnered from purportedly reputable sources, the licenced user can pick the resources they want and
create a bundle on a given topic, which can then be sent to the patient electronically. Alternately you can
choose from a small section of already created and approved bundles. So now GoShare Health care have
collaborated with PenCS to create GoShare Plus

In a nutshell, a subscriber can use the above functionality to send information to any list that has
been created in PenCat.
For Example: Task is to inform patients with a suspect current medications list about the benefits of
having a Home Medications Review Done.
1) In PenCat load your latest extract (or do a new collection)
2) Check the Active (3x in 2yrs) box and click recalculate
3) Go to the Medications tab, then Medications Per Patient sub-tab, select the 5, 6,7,8+ tabs.
4) Go to the MBS Items, Not recorded sub-tab and select DMMR
5) Click the Report icon at the top of the screen to see the patient list
6) Click the GoShare Plus icon at bottom right (grey if you aren’t activated)

The resultant panel appears at right of the patient list (not shown)
Section 1) Give the activity a name and indicate whether the
bundle was: created by you personally, shared by a PHN or purchased by your practice.
Section 2) Select the bundle you want to send
Section 3) Make any changes you want to the SMS message. Also
double-check the inclusion criteria to ensure your report creation
was correct.

.

Section 4) Send yourself a test, so you can see what the patient
sees. Note the handy SMS credit information at the bottom of the
dialogue.
If all is good, click Send
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You will then see an informative confirmation type dialogue, detailing the campaign details and the
SMS credits used. After you click Yes, you should be greeted by a Success message.
The patient is sent an SMS message which directs them to go to a landing page, in a similar vein to the
HotDoc method. In this HMR exercise, I have broken into 2 graphics the single landing page that the patient
sees.

Of course, for all this to work, you would have needed to register and activate GoShare Plus and
create one of your own bundles, or in the case of this example bought the pre-created HMR one. Once you
have registered, there is plenty of capacity to control what your branding looks like on the landing page, as
well as tweaking the SMS text etc.
In the context of the current pandemic there is a COVID-19 precautions slideshow that gives tips on
prevention and asks the patient a quiz at the end to help the messaging get through. Sample graphics below,
full slideshow here.

I can imagine that the ability to fine tune a Pen search and then send out some modern, “singing and
dancing” content to the people on that list would certainly hold some appeal for the modern, interventionist
type practice. There is quite a library of content and also quite a bit more to the PenCat part in terms of
being able to see a record of which campaigns/bundles have been sent, to how many patients along with
individual logging on whether the SMS was successful. You can also top-up your SMS credits from within
PenCat.
If you are interested, get in touch with GoShare here, or check out the user guide here.
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Templates

PenCat

The following template was created last month and is available at my website here.
Child Health and Parenting Service - Walker House (North)
also note
Respiratory Clinic COVID-19 referrals at the Primary Health Tas website

In late-breaking news PenCat has added COVID-19 to it’s diseases report in it’s latest update.

***********
Pain is temporary, Quitting lasts forever!
Thinking of the absolute slog General Practices are going through, I figured these words from a
multiple world champion might be an inspirational rallying call for all the under-the-pump doctors, nurses,
receptionists and practice managers, understandably at the end of their tethers at the moment.
The world champion who uttered these immortal’ spine-tingling words was……...Lance Armstrong!
So yes, he never quit, but the stuff he used to help him not-quit, well now you know why this message is on
the back page, not the front page.
As a bit of a reward to those readers of the electronic edition that have made it all the way to the
back page, I offer something a little lighter. Certainly if you think the COVID-19 pandemic is nothing to laugh
about or if you disagree that most of the best music from the last 40 years was released over 30 years ago,
then you definitely shouldn’t read any further.
For everybody else, check out the:

PracSavvy Pandemic Pop Classics
Number 1
Number 2
Number 3
Number 4
Number 5
Number 6
Number 7
Number 8
Number 9

Number 10
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